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SPEAKERS
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Jarod Baccus is a Director and Protiviti’s Healthcare Internal Audit Solutions Leader.  Jarod has more than 17 years of 

internal audit and consulting experience working in the healthcare provider industry across acute, post-acute, and physician 

settings.  In addition, Jarod has worked with numerous large integrated healthcare delivery systems to assess and improve 

their internal audit function as well as their compliance, revenue cycle, clinical, operational, and financial processes.  Jarod is 

a frequent speaker on internal audit, compliance, and next-gen concepts.  Jarod has also published various healthcare 

thought leadership pieces. Jarod can be reached at jarod.baccus@protiviti.com or at 281.513.9559.

Landon Adkins is a Director and Protiviti’s Healthcare Advanced Analytics Solutions Leader.  Landon has more than 15 

years of experience in providing revenue cycle improvement, audit, and compliance services across facility and 

physician settings.  Landon has also presented at various healthcare organization conferences and published various 

healthcare thought leadership pieces.  Landon can be reached at landon.adkins@protiviti.com or at 806.577.5756.
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OBJECTIVES

Describe the importance of auditing and monitoring within an internal audit program, the Next Generation 

Audit approach and supporting governance, methodology, and enabling technology frameworks.

Discuss how to utilize high impact reporting to demonstrate dynamic risk assessment and continuous 

monitoring results and other high-value analytic insights.

Demonstrate actionable analytic examples that can be derived and clearly articulated using enabling 

technologies such as data visualization business intelligence software.
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AGENDA
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Next-Gen Audit Approach & Examples

Next-Gen Audit Framework



NEXT-GEN AUDIT FRAMEWORK
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NEXT GENERATION AUDIT FRAMEWORK
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NEXT-GEN AUDIT COMPONENT DEFINITIONS
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Organizational Structure

Audit functions are evolving due to a constantly 

changing regulatory & digital transformation 

landscape.  Organization structures must be 

developed to allow for sufficient & flexible coverage 

across entities, geographies, and applicable risks. 

Continuous Monitoring

Continuous Monitoring is the practice of reviewing 

business processes on a real-time basis to determine 

whether those processes are performing at the desired 

level of effectiveness and/or efficiency.

Process Mining

Process mining uses data from a company’s internal 

IT systems to visually reconstruct how processes 

actually perform and to identify process deviations, 

weaknesses, and workflow delays. 

Resource & Talent Management

Next Generation Audit sources talent creatively 

through partnerships and retains talent through 

innovative work environments, challenging existing 

norms.  Flexible resource models will be employed 

to gain access to skillsets and capacity.

Agile Audit Approach

An Agile Audit Approach utilizes a framework based on 

iterative & sustainable development, where requirements 

& solutions evolve through collaboration between cross-

functional audit teams focused on quality.  Audit is focused 

on risk mitigation through responding to changing & 

emerging business needs.

Automation

Automation is a digital transformation technology 

that enables users to build and configure “bots” to 

emulate the labor-intensive, routine, or repetitive 

actions of a human interacting with a computer. 

Aligned Assurance

Aligned Assurance is the correlation of risks, 

controls, and a broad view of the control 

environment across the three lines of defense.  This 

seeks to maximize operating efficiency & provide 

clear visibility of results to stakeholders. 

High Impact Reporting

Effective communication is essential to demonstrating the 

value Audit delivers.  Optimizing many aspects of Audit’s 

approach such as risk assessment, audit execution, 

methodology, & use of data provides a solid foundation for 

effective communication that is relevant, risk-informed, 

timely, & insightful. 

Advanced Analytics

Proliferation of data in businesses coupled with the 

advancement of automation and data science 

technologies.  Organizations have started focusing 

on where analytics can be incorporated to deliver 

proactive, efficient, & effective assurance.

Governance Methodology Enabling Technology

Dynamic Risk Assessment

Dynamic risk assessment generates timely and relevant 

information regarding risk factors to support risk-informed 

decisions, scenario planning, and forecasting.  This 

approach effectively considers emerging risks & 

proactively adapts. 

Machine Learning (ML) / Artificial Intelligence 

(AI)

ML & AI are advanced concepts that involve 

studying data to detect patterns or predict outcomes 

& leverage computer systems able to perform tasks 

that normally require human intelligence. 

Audit Strategic Vision

Next Generation Audit defines a clear & concise 

strategy to establish the function’s purpose, enable 

achievement of objectives within the established 

vision & mission, & facilitate an innovative culture 

that helps achieve organizational goals.
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GOVERNANCE
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Achieving Synergy Between Strategy and Innovation

• Define an innovation orientation.

• Thoughtful alignment of strategy and innovation / transformation.

• Establish an innovation mindset, capability, and culture.

• Empower and align resources to deliver.

Requires New (and Evolving) Skills and Capabilities

• Auditor skillsets are already evolving and the auditor of the “function of 

the future” will need to evolve further.

• Capabilities once considered “technical” will soon become core.

• New approaches to talent and resource management will be required.

• Effective risk management comes from the collective view of multiple 

risk, control, compliance, and assurance functions – each providing a 

unique perspective.

• Maximum value depends upon alignment, consistency, and coordination 

(e.g., coverage, terminology, ratings, taxonomy, etc.).

Aligned Assurance and Agile Risk Management
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METHODOLOGY
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Dynamic Risk Assessment and Continuous Monitoring

• Dynamic risk assessment provides a closer to real-time risk view, often 

making use of internal and external data sources.

• Integrated with a mature continuous monitoring program to allow the 

audit function to respond to changes in the business in near real-time.

Agile Methodology 

• Agile in audit is the application of modern SDLC approaches to drive 

efficiency and effectiveness driving audit to follow-the-risk and reduce 

time-to-value.

• Innovative audit functions are adopting (and adapting) concepts of agile 

to drive additional value while exploring new delivery models.

• In today’s fast moving environment, timely communication of quality, 

actionable information is key.

• Long, narrative based reporting formats need to be re-examined.

• Innovative audit functions are delivering reports in more interactive, 

graphic-rich formats to deliver maximum impact.

High-Impact Reporting
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ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
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Data and Technology Enablement

• Data and technology embedded throughout the audit lifecycle and a core 

competency.

• In today’s data rich environments, data should inform everything that is 

done and be core to reporting.

• Explore existing and emerging technologies (e.g., RPA, ML / AI, process 

mining, etc.).

Embrace Emerging Technologies

• Extensive reliance on automation, data analysis and a variety of 

advanced technology applications is a defining feature of next 

generation audit functions.

• New technologies should not just be “dropped into” the old ways of 

doing things.

• Automate highly manual tasks within the audit function 

• Leverage data to understand processes at a deeper level and 

“automate” walkthroughs.

• Explore AI and algorithmic methods to increase the effectiveness and 

efficiency of complex testing and pattern recognition.

RPA, Machine Learning/AI, Process Mining
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NEXT-GEN IA CAPABILITY MATURITY RANKINGS
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Next-Gen Area & Capability
All

Respondents

Healthcare

Industry

All Other

Industries

Governance

Internal Audit Strategic Vision 5.4 6.0 5.3

Organizational Structure 5.4 5.7 5.3

Aligned Assurance 5.3 5.4 5.3

Resource & Talent Management 5.2 5.2 5.1

Methodology

High-Impact Reporting 5.5 5.8 5.4

Dynamic Risk Assessment 4.8 5.5 4.7

Continuous Monitoring 4.8 4.7 4.8

Agile Audit Approach 4.5 5.7 4.5

Enabling Technology

Advanced Analytics 4.2 4.7 4.2

Automation 4.0 4.3 4.0

Process Mining 3.6 4.9 3.5

Machine Learning (ML)/Artificial Intelligence (AI) 3.1 3.4 3.1

Data from Protiviti’s 2021 The Next-Generation Internal Audit Journey Begins Now

For each next-generation internal audit capability, the score represents the average response based on a 10-point scale, where “1” indicates a low level of maturity and “10” indicates a high level of 

maturity.

Source: Protiviti IA Survey

http://www.protiviti.com/IASurvey


NEXT-GEN AUDIT APPROACH & 

EXAMPLES
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ANALYTICS PROGRAM APPROACH
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Develop Roadmap of Future 

Analytics & Monitoring

Establish Initial Analytics & 

Continuous Monitoring Program 

Framework

Operationalize Continuous 

Monitoring Program

Additional Analytics 

Development

• Develop a prioritized roadmap of 

analytics, automation, and/or 

continuous monitoring applications 

that can be implemented to further 

develop analytics program.

• Establish Initial Analytics

• Establish Continuous Monitoring 

Program Framework:

− Identify metrics that could  be 

monitored on a pre-determined basis.

− Determine specific thresholds for alert 

triggers and meeting cadence for 

reviewing alerts identified.

− Define key owners responsible for 

reviewing each alert type.

• Perform Data Refresh: 

− Based on the Continuous 

Monitoring Program Framework 

established as part of Phase II, 

refresh initial analytics at the 

frequency specified.

− Compile summary / dashboard of 

alerts, at cadence specified, 

review alerts with management, 

and help determine next actions.

• Perform Training and Assistance: 

− Assist staff with training, 

additional assistance, follow-up, 

etc., as needed.

• Build out additional analytics and/or 

monitoring based upon Phase I 

roadmap.

Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV



AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORTING
High-Impact Reporting
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RISK ASSESSMENT DASHBOARD

Static risk assessment 

results summary 

indicating risk counts, 

ratings, and variances 

across divisions and 

geographies.
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AUDIT ISSUES SUMMARY DASHBOARD

Lists high and medium 

observations and 

includes updates 

regarding remediation 

activities and expected 

timing. 
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FOLLOW-UP / CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN DASHBOARD
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REVENUE INTEGRITY & COMPLIANCE 

ANALYTICS
High-Impact Reporting, Advanced Analytics, Continuous Monitoring
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REVENUE ANALYTICS
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COVID-19 ANALYSIS
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STANDARD DEVIATION ANALYSIS
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PROVIDER OUTLIER ANALYSIS
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JW MODIFIER ANALYSIS



AUTOMATED DISPENSING MACHINE 

ANALYSIS
High-Impact Reporting, Advanced Analytics, Continuous Monitoring
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AUTOMATED DISPENSING MACHINE DASHBOARDS
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OUTLIERS BY TRANSACTION TYPE
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BUDDY WASTE
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WASTING FULL DOSES OR ZERO WASTE
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BLIND COUNT DISCREPANCY
High-Impact Reporting, Advanced Analytics, Continuous Monitoring, 

Machine Learning (Natural Language Processing [NLP])
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BLIND COUNT DISCREPANCY ANALYTICS

Volume by Reason / Drug / Department / Creator
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BLIND COUNT DISCREPANCY ANALYTICS

Reason Quality
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BLIND COUNT DISCREPANCY ANALYTICS

Timeliness

Departmen

t
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BLIND COUNT DISCREPANCY ANALYTICS

Device / Drawer / Pocket Comparison
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BLIND COUNT DISCREPANCY ANALYTICS

Volume by Reason, Prior User
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST / OPEN 

PAYMENTS DATABASE
High-Impact Reporting, Advanced Analytics, Automation
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COI PROCESS CHANGES & ANALYTICS
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Potential COI Analytics Analytic Descriptions

COI Survey Response Analysis 

/ Trends

Trend analysis of survey results to identify increase / decrease in survey response rates, volume of disclosures, 

disclosure types, etc.

Comparison of Responses between current years COI responses against previous years COI responses (to 

identify changes).

Identification of Missing Individuals (individuals within a role who should have received a survey but didn’t) and 

duplicate survey responses (for both same survey and different surveys [general and research surveys]).

Comparison of COI Responses 

to Purchases / Prescriptions

Comparison of disclosures to vendor purchases / prescriptions to identify if purchasing patterns change with 

known conflicts of interest.

Comparison of COI Responses 

to Open Payment Database

Current years submitted COI responses against most current Open Payments Data (to identify if something 

was not reported through the COI process).

Most current Open Payments Data against previous years Open Payments Data (to identify changes).

New Provider Types – Physician Assistants, Nurse Practitioners, Clinical Nurse Specialists, CRNAs and Anesthesiologist Assistants, and Certified 

Nurse-Midwives

New Natures of Payment Types – Acquisition, Debt Forgiveness, Long-Term Medical Supply or Device Loan, Medical Education Faculty / Speaker 

Compensation
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COI / OPEN PAYMENTS DATABASE ANALYSIS
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Demo Conflicts of Interest / Open Payments Database 

Survey

https://xd.adobe.com/view/130e3343-c20c-4e5f-5dca-7cdb4824f65d-653f/
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COI / OPEN PAYMENTS DATABASE ANALYSIS
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COI / OPEN PAYMENTS DATABASE ANALYSIS
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COI / OPEN PAYMENTS DATABASE ANALYSIS
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QUESTIONS

Landon Adkins

CIA, CHIAP

Director & Healthcare Advanced Analytics 

Solutions Leader

Phone: +1 806.577.5756

Landon.Adkins@Protiviti.com

Jarod Baccus

CHIAP, CHC, CHPC

Director & Healthcare Internal Audit

Solutions Leader

Phone: +1 281.513.9559 

Jarod.Baccus@Protiviti.com
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IT'S TIME TO STAND UP AND MOVE FORWARD.


